
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT     
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Oamaru Jockey Club @ Oamaru Date: Friday 25th August 2017 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Heavy (10) 
Rail: 3 metres from 1300 to 300 metres true remainder 
Stewards: J McLaughlin (Chairman), J Oatham, R Quirk 
Vet: Vet Equine Otago Ltd 
Typist: K Jones 

 
 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: SO BRAZEN, THE PRECIOUS ONE, ELECTRONIC MOTION, NAKYAMA, NOWHERE MAN, 

LAAFFAIRE, LUKE, TOETWOTOE.  
Suspensions: Nil   

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race 1 C Campbell (DREAM RICH) 
Rule 638(3)(b)(ii) Use of whip on a runner out of contention 

 Race 3 G Bourke (TIMY TYLER) 
Rule 638(3)(b)(ii) Manner in which he used whip. 

 Race 6 A Morgan (BRIDGET TOWN) 
Rule 648(5)(a) Weighing in 0.6 kg above weight. 

Horse Actions    

Follow Up: Nil   

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Nil    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 NORTHSTAR RESTAURANT AND BAR 1400M 
SO BRAZEN (A Morgan) slow away, lay outwards over the concluding stages 

MISS SPECIAL (J Morris) slow away. 

LITTLE BOSSING (L Callaway) shifted outwards shortly after the start making contact with DON SUVEER, made contact with 
MOERAKI MISS passing the 250 metres. 

DON SUVEER (K Kwo) Reacted poorly after being bumped by LITTLE BOSSING shortly after the start running wide and 
racing ungenerously for a distance.  Gave ground from the 800 metres and finished a distant last.  Trainers R & A McKay 
were instructed by the Stewards that the gelding would be expected to be more competitive in future racing.  Co trainer A 
McKay advised Stewards that their intention was to retire the gelding as a racing proposition. 

SUNSET GIRL (K Williams) raced three wide without cover throughout. 

MOERAKI MISS (K Cowan) made contact with LITTLE BOSSING passing the 250 metres. 

DREAM RICH (C Campbell) the saddle shifted forward during the running with the lead bag becoming detached near the 
600 metres.  DREAM RICH was subsequently disqualified from 9th placing after weighing in 1.5 kg underweight. 



Corey Campbell (DREAM RICH) was warned for the use of his whip prior to the 100 metres when out of contention. 

Race 2 POINT6 SOCKS 1200M 

AJAY TEE (L Callaway) reacted poorly when placed in restricted room to the inside of THE PRECIOUS ONE (C Johnson) which 
lay in near the 850 metres with AJAY TEE going off stride and losing ground hampering CINNAMON KISS and MAJOR ISH 
CHOUX. 

CINNAMON KISS (K Cowan) hampered 850 metres 

MAJOR ISH CHOUX (K Williams) hampered 850 metres. Raced wide from that point onwards. 

Race 3 GLENMOA FARMS LTD WAITAKI RIVER TROPHY 1200M 

PRINCESS BROOK (S Wahab) slow away. 

SECRET POWER (K Williams) got its head up on a number of occasions when being steadied past 1000 metres.  Was inclined 
to lay out rounding the home bend. 

G Bourke (TIMY TYLER) issued a warning for the manner in which he used his whip in the final straight. 

Race 4 GARDEN FRESH & BRACKENS PRINT 1200M 

FLICKA OF GOLD (S Wahab) jumped away awkwardly losing ground. 

WHATWEDO (H Bennet) shifted inwards abruptly when struck with the whip approaching the 250 metres having to be 
straightened. 

ZAWHIP (C Johnson) lay inwards under pressure inconveniencing RIDEITLIKEUSTOLEIT near the 200 metres. 

RIDEITLIKEUSTOLEIT (K Cowan) inconvenienced near the 200 metres. 

Race 5 BRYDONE HOTEL 1200M 
CHECKOUTTHEMISSES (S Wahab) reared over backwards in the mounting yard.  Rider S Wahab was attended to by St Johns 
and found to be uninjured.  CHECKOUTTHEMISSES underwent a veterinary inspection prior to the start and was cleared to 
race. Wide throughout. 

NOWHERE MAN (K Gundowry) slow away.  Raced keenly for some distance passing the 1000 metres. 

BORN A ROYAL (K Kwo) keen for a short distance near the 1000 metres. Held up rounding the final turn. Steadied near the 
200 metres when in restricted room and shifted outwards to obtain clear running. Rider K Kwo was questioned in regards 
to the reasons why he shifted ground outwards when the run had re-presented to the inside of KILLA QUESTION near the 
150 metres.  After viewing the films and with the benefit of hindsight apprentice Kwo agreed that he should have 
persevered with the inside running. 

KILLA QUESTION (A Morgan) held up for a short distance passing the 350 metres. 

LIVADREAM (S Collett) had to be steadied to avoid the heels of TWILIGHT METEOR (L Callaway) which shifted inwards 
when not fully clear passing the 1000 metres.  L Callaway was advised to exercise greater care. 

THE KRAKEN (C Barnes) placed in restricted room momentarily passing the 300 metres.  

SUGGESTIVE LOOX (K Williams) held up for a short distance passing the 250 metres when shifting wider to obtain clear 
running. 

Rider C Barnes (THE KRAKEN) reminded of her obligations regarding the use of her whip on a runner out of contention. 

Race 6 EASY MADE & FAT SALLY PUB & RESTAURANT 1600M 



WHAT A DEEZA (C Campbell) reared over backwards behind the barriers before being passed fit to race following a 
veterinary inspection. C Campbell was attended to by St Johns and found to be uninjured Jumped away awkwardly. 

ACCIDENTAL OFFSIDE (A Collett) crowded leaving the barriers. 

LAAFFAIRE (K Kwo) keen for a distance passing the 1400 metres and got its head up when being restrained.  Held up for 
some distance rounding the final bend. 

WHAT’S UP ALF (G Bourke) raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race. 

NIGHT NURSE (BB Hong) was held up rounding the final turn until passing the 300 metres. 

Apprentice A Morgan was issued with a warning after weighing in 0.6 kg above her weighed out weight on her mount 
BRIDGET TOWN. 

Race 7 CROMBIE AND PRICE OAMARU CUP 1600M 

IRISH EXCUSE (C Johnson) jumped away awkwardly. Over raced when being restrained in the early to middle stages. 

LUKE (K Kwo) hung outwards rounding the bend. Raced keenly passing the 1400 metres. 

WISE MOVE (H Bennett) held up over the concluding stages. 

LOCHAN ORA (G Bourke) briefly raced in restricted room near the 250 metres when IRISH EXCUSE was taken out slightly by 
LUKE. 

Race 8 LIQUORLAND OAMARU 1600M 

TOETWOTOE (K Williams) slow away before being further hampered when SWEET TIME jumped inwards. 

SWEET TIME (K Gundowry) jumped away awkwardly hampering TOETWOTOE and losing ground. 

VERNA AUDREY (S Collett) held up rounding the turn from the 500 metres and did not obtain clear running until the 200 
metres and shifted inwards abruptly when struck with the whip having to be straightened near the 100 metres. 

SOUTHERN COOL (G Bourke) held up near the 400 metres before being briefly held up again near the 300 metres. 

GREY GHOST (A Collett) held up rounding the final turn. 

LOCALLY SAUCED (K Kwo) raced three wide without cover.  Stewards questioned apprentice rider K Kwo in the presence of 
trainer A Carston in regards to the ride particularly from the 1000 metres where LOCALLY SAUCED was urged forward and 
given no respite, K Kwo put to the Stewards that he had ridden to instructions with his instructions being to get rolling from 
the 800 metres.  K Kwo was severely reprimanded and advised in the Stewards view had shown a major lack of judgement 
in his ride on this occasion. 

 


